System Integration Technical Developer
We are seeking a System Integration Technical Developer to become an integral part of our development
team! You will build and maintain processes, utilities, and web services for importing and exporting large
volumes of data for multiple integrated partners.
The System Integration Developer will implement extensible processes for applying business logic to data
received via file transfers, web services, and other internal processes, and to data being exported from
internal processes. The developer will work closely with product and technology owners to design and
implement APIs, SDKs, and Single Sign On solutions for interfacing with new and existing partner systems.
The ideal candidate should have a solid working knowledge of Core Java, Java Spring, and Spring REST API
development. Experience in a microservice/SOA environment in AWS is a huge plus. Experience with Adeptia
B2B platform also a plus.
Responsibilities:
 Assist with design and implementation of low level and middle tier web services, processes, and
utilities, to provide an extensible data exchange platform


Assist with deploying, monitoring, and troubleshooting system integration processes



Ensure that security and data access restrictions are enforced at every level



Research new technologies and develop proofs of concept

Qualifications:
 4+ years of batch, API, and web service development using Spring


6+ years of Java web development



Demonstrated ability to develop horizontally scalable systems



Understanding of REST principles and API patterns

Strong understanding of secure coding techniques, particularly in the areas of online payments and
healthcare privacy



Ability to work efficiently and reliably with minimal oversight



Ability to manage multiple priorities and assist with various projects simultaneously

Salary Range: $75,000-$90,000 plus benefits
About ClearGage:
Headquartered in Tampa, Florida (Northdale), ClearGage is a rapidly growing healthcare payments
technology company providing innovative payment solutions to the healthcare industry. To learn more about
ClearGage, please visit our website at www.cleargage.com.

